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Interferometers are limited by stationary and nonstationary noise

Transient noise events (glitches) can impact data quality and mimic real 
astrophysical signals

Detect and classify glitches is one of the most important taks for detector 
characterization and data analysis

Low-latency data quality important for multimessenger follow-up

Glitches can have complex time-frequency signatures → difficult to 
classify manually

Automatic methods have been tested (e.g. Powell+15, CQG,32,215021, 
Mukund+17,PRD,95,104059)

LIGO & Virgo collaborations started exploring machine and deep learning 
for GW data analysis (e.g. George&Huerta 18,PRB778,64 , 
Zevin+17,CQG,34,064003)

Motivation



Examples of time-frequency glitch morphology (Zevin+17)

Sample glitch gallery

“blip” glitch

“whistle” glitch
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Promising tool to classify complex patterns
Universal approximation of deep networks
In our case, we have the function F:

 F: glitch GW data →  glitch class
We focus on image recognition of time-frequency patterns
Simple deep neural networks are not optimal (too CPU expensive)
We use Convolutional deep Neural Networks (CNNs)

 More complex than NNs
 Optimized for image classification

Why Deep Learning?



Input GW data 
 Image processing
 Time series whitening
 Image creation from time series (FFT spectrograms)
 Image equalization & contrast enhancement

Classification
 A probability for each class, take the max
 Add a NOISE class to crosscheck glitch detection

Network layout
 Tested various networks, including a 4-block layers

Run on GPU Nvidia GeForce GTX 780 
 2.8k cores, 3 Gb RAM) 
 Developed in Python + CUDA-optimized libraries 
+ Keras (Theano/Tensorflow)

Pipeline structure



To test the pipeline, we prepared ad-hoc simulations
Simulate colored noise using public H1 sensitivity curve
Add 6 different classes of glitch shapes

Tests on simulations (I)



     Simulated families

Tests on simulations (II)

To show the glitch timeseries 
here we don’t show the noise 
contribution



Simulated time series with 8kHz sampling rate
Glitches distributed with Poisson statistics =0.5 Hz
2000 glitches per each family
Glitch parameters are varied randomly to achieve various shapes 

and Signal-To-Noise ratio

Tests on simulations (III)



Spectrogram for each image 
2-seconds time window 
to highlight fatures in long glitches
Optional contrast stretch

Building the images

Before whitening



Spectrogram for each image 
2-seconds time window 
to highlight fatures in long glitches
Optional contrast stretch

Building the images

After whitening



Datasets of 14000 images
Training:validation:test → 70:15:15
Image size 241 x 513
Reduced the images by a factor 0.55 due to memory constraints
Use validation set to tune hyperparameters 
On our hardware, training time ~8 hrs for ~100 epochs 
When training is done, classification requires ~1 ms/image (on our configuration)

Training the CNN



We compared classification performances with simpler architectures

Classification results – metrics

Linear Support Vector Machine

CNN with 1 hidden layer

CNN with one block
(2 CNNs+Pooling&Dropout)

Deep 4-blocks CNNs



Normalized Confusion Matrix

Classification results 

Deep CNN

SVM

Deep CNN better at distinguishing 
similar morphologies



Some cases of more glitches in the time window, always identify the right class

Classification results 

100% Sin-Gauss



Moving toward O3
 We plan to use this method on Virgo data during O3
 Ad-hoc tool to view and label glitches

Login and labeling

Also, planning to join
GravitySpy project



Conclusions and next steps

 Machine and deep learning methods are growing fast in GW 
community

 We have tested and developed image-based deep learning for 
classification of noise glitches

 Time-frequency images as input data
 Tested on simulatons

 Run on small GPU hardware
 >~99% accuracy

 Now in the process of run it on real data 
 Fast classification important for low-latency data quality 

 EM alerts for multimessenger observations of GW transients

More details in Razzano & Cuoco 2018, CQG,35,9 (arxiv:1803.09933)
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